TEDDY BEAR COIN PURSE

FINISHED SIZE: 4 1/2” WIDTH X 4” HEIGHT (APPROX. PURSE SIZE ONLY)
The Teddy Bear Coin Purse is a unique pouch designed to be
made with felt. Making these pouches are absolutely a breeze
to make and making them with felt gives them a special
ornamental look. These pouches may be used for decorative
or collecting purposes, making it a great present for anyone.
Additionally, this coin purse can be a great activity for children!
Due to its simple steps; they can easily learn how to make this
adorable piece with the help of a guardian. Start the Teddy
Bear Coin Purse today!
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MATERIAL LIST (FOR ONE PURSE)
FELT

OTHERS

(1) 9” x 10” Felt for purse, ears and strap
(1) 5” x 5” Felt for snout and inner ears

All-purpose thread
1 Color of embroidery floss
- DMC 433 brown for eyes, nose and mouth
Polyester fiberfill
(1) 5” All-purpose zipper
(1) 10mm (or ½”) Wide D-ring for loop
(1) 10mm (or ½”) Wide lobster swivel clasps clips
(1) 1” Wide, 3/8” height tag (optional)
Water erasable fabric marking pen
Light Box (optional)
Tracing Paper (optional)
Glue gun or Non-toxic fabric glue

INTERFACING
(1/8) Yard (or 10” wide X 4” height) of 44” wide light
weight fusible interfacing
NOTE:
*CAUTION: Small children may choke on beads and
other small pieces if they come loose.
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TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Pins, Needle,
Shape tool, Sewing machine
* All units are in inches.
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